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About This Content

A sheriff costume for Leon S. Kennedy that showcases his fight for justice during menacing times.

*This can be accessed from the "Costume" menu.
*Please note this is the same content included in the Extra DLC Pack.
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Genre: Action
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CAPCOM Co., Ltd.
Publisher:
CAPCOM Co., Ltd.
Franchise:
Resident Evil
Release Date: 24 Jan, 2019
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Minimum:

OS: WINDOWS® 7, 8.1, 10 (64-BIT Required)

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-4460 or AMD FX™-6300 or better

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 760 or AMD Radeon™ R7 260x with 2GB Video RAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 26 GB available space

Additional Notes: This game is expected to run at 1080p/30 FPS. If you have don't have enough graphics memory to run the
game at your selected texture quality, you must go to Options > Graphics and lower the texture quality or shadow quality, or
decrease the resolution. An internet connection is required for product activation. (Network connectivity uses Steam®
developed by Valve® Corporation.)
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resident evil 2 - leon costume arklay sheriff

The Great Gatsby: Secret Treasure is an easy casual H. O. Game.

The art syle, the graphics and the atmosphere are nice. It's a bit dark and that totally fits the storyline.
The story is fine enough and it's realistic. At least there's nothing fantastic or supernatural like zombies, monsters, ghosts or
vampires.
It takes place at night, it's raining. All this contributes to the mysterious atmosphere in which the inquiry takes place.
The music is not intrusive, it's not disturbing. It perfectly goes along with the overall ambiance.
Voice acting is fine.

The game isn't difficult at all.. that is, not very stimulating too. You go there, do that, take this, use it over there to solve a tiny
puzzle and so on. None of the puzzles are original.
Puzzles and H.O.Scenes are easy : no head scratching, no screeening or pixel hunting during hours.. that means not challenging
too. And it adds nothing to the H.O. genre, it's very classic.
Sadly that contributes to make the game lifetime quite short.
It took me 9 hours to complete the game 4 times on Expert Mode and with that I got stuck during a long time on my 1st
playthrough because I didn't understand something with the game UI.

So, about that UI, be aware that sometimes you can click on a pocket watch or on car keys (bottom right hand of the
screen). The watch can be use to relive scenes back in time and car keys are needed to travel to some far away places. If
you don't get that, you'll soon be stuck like I was.. for days !! I eventually had to use the hint button once to understand
that.. (probably because I didn't play the tutorial on my 1st run!).

About "Expert Mode" achievement (no hint\/no skip button, on expert mode) :
Like I said, I had to go through the game 4 times to unlock it.
First I thought the "no skip\/no hint" to achieve "Expert Mode" was only applying to mini-games\/puzzles and H.O.S.
But when my 2nd playthrough wasn't enough, my guess was I still didn't unlock it because I skipped the 1st cutscene on
my 2nd playthrough (even though I am still not sure of this).
Since my 3rd playthrough wasn't enough to unlock that achievement, I don't know what I did wrong and what's the
catch ! I am sure I have not clicked on the hint buttton by accident and I didn't skip anything (no mini-game and not a
single cutscene!).. I wonder if that may be a bug. Unfortunately there are not many players and too little discussions
topics for this one to be tackled.
I gave The Great Gatsby: Secret Treasure a last try and it worked (on the 4th playthrough that is!).

Like every H.O.G. The Great Gatsby: Secret Treasure has little replayability value. That being said, as far as H.O.S are
concerned I want to acknowledge (since I ran 4 times through the game), that even though you'll often visit the same
H.O.S. in a same playthrough, from one playthrough to another the objects you're supposed to find in a H.O.S are not
always the same (that's the only thing that changes from one playthrough to another).

Apart from that achievement glitch, there are a few other things I don't like about The Great Gatsby _ Secret
Treasure:
-The game being a bit short. The 1st time I reached the end of the game I was surprised that the inquiry was already
finished.
-The difficulty. Too easy, even on Expert Mode.
-The map. It shows where available actions are, but it doesn't allow to travel faster from a location to another. That
just makes the game seem to be longer but actually it's only forcing you to go through useless places many times.

In conclusion, for those who are H.O.G. or adventure games beginners, getting The Great Gatsby: Secret Treasure on
an interesting sale can be a nice way to entertain a few hours.
But achievement hunters and confirmed H.O.\/adventure gamers should stay away from this one, though I hate to say
that, mainly because I really liked the atmosphere of the game and the way it was rendered.. I used to play this all the
time on the Xbox 360. Never finished it.
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Now I might have an excuse to play it. 9\/10.. Wow is the translation on this one bad. I'm a native english speaker and I
had a hard time understanding some of the prompts. Also, its not even voiced in english, just japanese.. What a lot of
fun! Shooting hoops (and hitting the girl on purpose) while slowly moving forward.

Ball physics work very well. The graphics look great.

Highly recommended.. Time-traveling Putt-Putt? Yes, please. Take me back to my childhood, too, please, while we're at
it, because being an adult and paying bills isn't as much fun as I thought.. I thought the soundtrack was suppose to
show up in my Library with Steam, but it's not there.. I can not wait to add to this series of games , I have all of them
including the edgar allen poe but still having issues with it , as far as this one and the others in the series , I love it and I
am looking forward to adding to my collection , I recently found out that there is a midnight mysteries ghost writer and
I can not wait to see it here on steam, the series is full of history as well as mystery and surprises - looking forward to
more :) they all run great on windows 10 except one that i first mentioned but that isnt worth whining about since the
others in the series make up for where that one lacks :P I am just glad I was able to help Mr. Houdini , collecting the
police officers was kind of off the wall though lol very entertaining to say the least lol and the puzzles and riddles do
make one think and I really love how the whole thing is strung together , keep up the good work and I will keep looking
forward to additions in the series
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This "game" is a joke.

Everything this game tries to do just falls flat and hard on its' face. I don't know how these sorts of games get past Greenlight
and they don't belong on Steam. This game should be FREE!

I noticed the game dropped in price from the 7$ that I paid to the now 4$. I don't understand why people are giving the game
positive reviews when the game is broken and boring. The game has a single jumpscare and it's not a very good one. The story
doesn't exist, or if it does I didn't undertand it because of how badly translated the game is.

The game needs a lot of work, but the devs are too busy making trading cards for the game.

Here is a full playthrough of this garbage:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=hdyeVIlT_Bk
. I was excited to try this game out, and I'm glad I did! It's a genuinely fun matching game with relaxing music.

PROS:
- Easy to learn, hard to master type of game. There are 100 levels, and each level adds a certain twist that keeps things
interesting.
- The gameplay is smooth, and there's a lot of nice graphics like the fireworks after every completed match.
- It's relaxing! I like listening to the music and getting as many combinations as I can.

CONS:
- The game store is a little confusing to use. I don't know if I'll ever purchase the bonuses (or if I need to), but I will see once I
get to the higher levels!

Overall, I'm glad I purchased this, and I'm happy that it runs well across all my devices! Well worth it!. Funny, sometimes
hardcore platformer, about hamster(or dog?) who likes apples)
. Freebie, This is like every trash game I've reviewed combined into one.. BUY. BUY. BUY. I downloaded the demo and only
got to play one match but then realized that the full version was on sale for $8. I took the leap and
holy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665it is amazing. First off, this game has a legit campaign with voice acting and real
story. I dont know how long it is yet but because I only paid $8 dollars Im blown away by the value. The campaign is on rails but
I didnt even care (I thought I would mind), its really fun and engaging. I remember playing mech warrior as a kid and this gives
me a big ol nostalgia boner. Even at full price I think this game would be worth it. The multiplayer is not on rails and you get to
fight mechs, what more could you ask for? The controls take time if youre used to shooters but youll get it eventually. This is
game was a legitimate surprise but in the best way possible.. I loved Camtasia, loved it even more when they moved to a
monthly subscription here on Steam because of how often I used it. Was happy to subscribe. But then they.. stopped? And no
longer offer it here? That makes me really sad.. In a world... gone mad!

Throw ducks for fun...

Actually gets pretty intense on the hardware with enough baby ducks.. RIGHT IN THE CHILDHOOD!
this arcade is pure love to the old ones <3
Full of jokes but straight forward to the action.
You must try the Coop and survival modes
Don't miss this title :)
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